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We demonstrate optimal state estimation for a cavity optomechanical system through Kalman
filtering. By taking into account nontrivial experimental noise sources, such as colored laser noise
and spurious mechanical modes, we implement a realistic state-space model. This allows us to
obtain the conditional system state, i. e., conditioned on previous measurements, with minimal
least-square estimation error. We apply this method for estimating the mechanical state, as well
as optomechanical correlations both in the weak and strong coupling regime. The application of
the Kalman filter is an important next step for achieving real-time optimal (classical and quantum)
control of cavity optomechanical systems.

Introduction.—State estimation is a crucial task at the
heart of control theory, both in the classical [1] and in the
quantum domain [2]. For Gaussian systems, real-time
state estimation can be achieved in an optimal manner
using Kalman-Bucy filtering [3, 4]. Since many physical systems are approximately Gaussian, Kalman filtering has been successfully implemented for a broad range
of uses, for example for navigation and tracking in aeronautics (including the Apollo project and the Global Positioning System GPS) [5], as well as in the physical sciences, such as for suspension noise cancellation in gravitational wave detection [6], Heisenberg limited atomic magnetometry [7] or quantum-enhanced optical-phase tracking [8–11]. In this Letter we introduce a new domain of
applications by implementing Kalman filtering for cavity optomechanical systems. These systems represent
a versatile light-matter interface in which optomechanical interactions inside optical or microwave cavities allow
control over optical and mechanical degrees of freedom.
While the first investigations go back to the late 1960s
in the context of gravitational wave detectors [12, 13],
it is only the last few years that have seen the development of a completely new generation of micro- and
nano-optomechanical solid-state devices with fast growing application areas from classical sensing to quantum
information processing [14].
State estimation of a cavity-optomechanical system in
real time is key for optimal state control and verification.
The outstanding challenge is to obtain reliable information on the mechanical subsystem. In optomechanics,
this is done through an optical cavity field, which imposes both additional noise and dynamical back-action
effects that have to be taken into account. Until now,
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reconstructions of the mechanical dynamics have focused
either on statistical properties [15, 16] or, for real-time
reconstructions, on regimes of sufficiently weak coupling
and negligible dynamical back-action effects [17–20]. The
information obtained from real-time estimation about
the mechanical quadratures can be used for active feedback control of the mechanical resonator [19–21]. However, the validity of these reconstruction schemes breaks
down when either coupling strength, dynamical backaction effects or noise become strong. Our Kalman filtering approach overcomes this limitation and allows us
to demonstrate real-time optimal state estimation for
cavity optomechanical systems operating in arbitrary
parameter regimes. From a quantum physics perspective, the Kalman filter solves the stochastic Schrödinger
equation—a stochastic, nonlinear generalization of the
Schrödinger equation—which is the canonical way to describe quantum systems subject to a continuous measurement via coupling to electromagnetic fields [2, 22–
24]. These concepts and their application to mechanical
systems have been the subject of extensive theoretical
research [25–29], but no experiments in the context of
cavity-optomechanics have been conducted so far.
Kalman Filter.—In quantum theory, just as in classical theories, a continuously observed system can be described by a conditional state [2], i. e., a state that incorporates the total amount of knowledge that an observer
has extracted from her set of measurements. Discarding
this knowledge yields the unconditional state, which is
an incoherent mixture of all possible conditional states.
Our goal is to find the (multipartite) conditional states
of the full cavity-optomechanical system including mechanical and optical subsystems. We restrict ourselves to
Gaussian dynamics and measurements, which is a valid
assumption for the existing realizations of optomechanical systems [14]. For this case, it has been shown [30]
that the problem of finding the conditional state can be
mapped to a classical estimation problem, which is solved
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ẋt = At xt + wt ,
zt = C t x t + v t ,

(1a)
(1b)

where xt is a state vector in some appropriately chosen
state space (e. g., the phase space of a harmonic oscillator), zt is the outcome of a linear measurement on the
system, and wt and vt describe process and measurement noise, respectively. Both wt and vt are assumed to
be zero-meanGaussian white-noise processes,
 which obey
Re E[wt wsT ] = W δ(t−s) and Re E[vt vsT ] = V δ(t−s),
where δ is the Dirac δ-function, E[·] denotes the expectation value with respect to the initial probability distribution describing system and noise, and Re(·) the
real part 1 . Process and measurement noise may be
correlated, which
is described by the cross-correlations

Re E[wt vsT ] = M δ(t − s). At and Ct are real, matrixvalued functions that parametrize the state-space model
and are fixed by the physical model of the system and
measurement process. We aim to find the estimate x̂t
of xt that minimizes the mean square estimation error
E[kxt − x̂t k2 ] at a time t when taking into account the
measurement results {zs : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}. This yields
x̂t = E[xt |{zs : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}], i. e., the conditional expectation value of xt given the full measurement record.
Evaluating this for system (1) yields the time-continuous
version of the Kalman filter [4]
x̂˙ t = At x̂t + Kt (zt − Ct x̂t ),

(2a)

T
Ṗt = At Pt + Pt AT
t + W − Kt V Kt ,

(2b)

where Kt = (Pt CtT +M )V −1 is the so-called
Kalman gain

and Pt = Re E[(xt − x̂t )(xt − x̂t )T ] is the estimationerror covariance.
We can ascribe a quantum theoretical meaning to x̂t
and Pt by associating x with the Schrödinger operators
that describe the quantum system, xt with the corresponding Heisenberg operators that evolve under (1a)
(their Heisenberg–Langevin equations), and zt with an
operator-valued output process [24, 30]. If ρ̂t is the Gaussian state conditioned on a continuous measurement

 of
zt , we have x̂t = tr {xρ̂t } and Pt = Re tr xxT ρ̂t −
x̂t x̂T
t , i. e., the symmetrized covariance matrix of xt with
respect to ρ̂. In other words, the conditional Gaussian
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Taking the real part of the covariance matrices that describe the
noise processes is only necessary for quantum processes due to
their non-commutative nature. Although it is not necessary for
classical systems, we choose this explicitly real form for the sake
of a consistent presentation.
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FIG. 1. (color online) Kalman filter for cavity-optomechanical
systems. (a) Working principle of the Kalman filter: (i) The
conditional state is depicted by the green phase-space ellipse,
which (ii) evolves in time according to the system dynamics.
(iii) After a time dt a Bayesian update is applied based on
the measurement outcome to find the new conditional state.
This procedure minimizes the mean-square estimation error,
which makes the Kalman filter optimal for real-time state
estimation. (b) Schematic of the experiment: The optomechanical cavity is driven by two laser beams each of which
carry amplitude- and phase-noise. The mechanical motion is
typically driven by Brownian noise. After their interaction
with the cavity the optical fields are detected by two independent homodyne measurements (signals zd and zr ), which
themselves are subject to optical losses and noise. Building
an accurate Kalman filter requires appropriate modeling of
all relevant noise sources.

state ρ̂t is parametrized by x̂t and Pt 2 . By averaging
over all possible trajectories of x̂t we recover the un-
conditional state, whose covariance matrix Re E[xt xT
t ]
we can extract from the estimated data by noting that
T
T
E[(xt − x̂t )x̂T
t ] = 0, and thus Re E[xt xt ] = Pt +E[x̂t x̂t ]
[2, 31].
The Kalman filter equations (2) describe how the conditional state is iteratively updated (Fig. 1a). First, the
estimate x̂t and the covariance Pt are propagated for an
infinitesimal time interval dt [first term in (2a) and first
three terms in (2b)] according to the state-space model
(1a). Second, the measurement outcome is incorporated
as a Bayesian update that corrects the value of the estimate x̂t and contracts the covariance ellipse [last terms in
(2a) and (2b)]. The updated values are again propagated
by dt and the procedure is repeated.
The model.—We consider a typical cavityoptomechanical architecture (Fig. 1b), in which a
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by a Kalman filter. It produces a real-time state estimate from a continuous measurement trajectory, which
is optimal in the sense of minimizing the mean square estimation error. We describe the system by the following
(linear) state-space model

One can also adopt a quantum-optical interpretation of x̂t . Formally integrating (and assuming vanishing initial conditions)
´t
gives x̂t = −∞
K(t, s)zs ds with an integral kernel K depending on At , Ct and Kt . Thus x̂t is formally equivalent to an
(unnormalized) bosonic mode extracted from the output process
zt . In a quantum-optical setting this could be for example a
temporal light mode extracted from the output light of a cavity.
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Fabry-Pérot cavity (resonance frequency ωc ), coupled
to a single mechanical mode 3 , is driven by two laser
fields (at frequencies ω0,d , ω0,r ). The “resonant” beam
(ωr = ωc ) acts as a weak probe of the cavity length
to stabilize the laser frequency with respect to the
cavity resonance; the “detuned” beam (ωd 6= ωc ) induces
dynamical back-action effects, e. g., for laser cooling.
This captures all relevant scenarios applied in typical
optomechanics experiments. The mechanical element
has a resonance frequency ωm and energy damping rate
γm . Both cavity modes exhibit decay at a (half width
at half maximum) rate κ = κ1 + κ2 , where κ1 describes
the input coupler and κ2 accounts for spurious photon
losses. The system is described by the (linearized)
quantum Langevin equations [32–35]
q̇ =

(3a)

ωm p

ṗ = −ωm q − γm p +

X

gi (cos θi xi − sin θi yi ) + ξ, (3b)

i=r,d

√
ẋi = −κxi + ∆i yi + gi sin θi q + 2κ1 xin
i,1
√
√
+ 2κ2 xin
+
2
κ
δβ
+
|α
1
i
0,i | sin θi φ̇i , (3c)
i,2
√
in
ẏi = −κyi − ∆i xi + gi cos θi q + 2κ1 yi,1
√
in
+ |α0,i | cos θi φ̇i , (3d)
+ 2κ2 yi,2
where q, p ([q, p] = i) describe position and momentum of the mirror, and xk , yk with [xl , yk ] = iδlk for
l, k ∈ {r, d} respectively denote the amplitude and the
phase quadrature of the cavity modes of the resonant
and detuned beam. The optomechanical
coupling to
√
cavity
mode
i
is
given
by
g
=
2g
|α
|
with
α0,i =
i
0
0,i
p
2κ1 Pi /~ω0,i /(κ + i∆i ), where g0 is the single-photon
coupling strength, Pi is the corresponding driving laser
power, and ∆i = ω0,i − ωc is the detuning of the respective driving laser (at ω0,i ) with respect to the cavity
resonance frequency (ωc ). The coupling of the mechanics to a thermal bath is modeled by a self-adjoint noise
term ξ with hξ(t)ξ(s) + ξ(s)ξ(t)i = 2γm (2n̄ + 1)δ(t − s)
and n̄ ≈ kB T /~ωm (the mean occupation number of the
bath at temperature T ). Optical shot noise is denoted by
in
in
in
in
in
xin
i , yi with variances hxi (t)xj (s)i = hyi (t)yj (s)i =
1
2 δij δ(t − s). Terms proportional to δβi and φ̇i describe
classical amplitude and phase noise of the driving lasers
[33–35].
Homodyne detection is used to independently measure
the generalized quadratures zi of the reflected optical
modes (Fig. 1b). The cavity input-output relations yield

√
zi0 =
2κ1 xi + xin
i + δβi cos ϕi

√
+
2κ1 yi + yiin sin ϕi , (4)
where δβi describes classical amplitude noise. We model
optical losses and inefficient detection as beam-splitter
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The generalization to several mechanical modes is straightforward, and, in fact, is included in the full model of our system.

losses parametrized
measured quantities are
√ by η. The
√
rescaled to zi = 1 − η zi0 + η ziin , where ziin describes
in
additional quantum noise independent of xin
i and yi , i. e.,
in
in
in
in
hxi (t)zj (s)i = hyi (t)zj (s)i = 0. Defining the vectors xt = (q(t), p(t), xd (t), yd (t), xr (t), yr (t))T and zt =
(zd (t), zr (t)) , equations (3) and (4) can be rewritten in
the compact form (1).
Contrary to the idealizing assumptions made above,
many of the noise sources in an actual experiment
are frequency-dependent, here the laser amplitude- and
phase-noise. This needs to be taken into account by
properly extending the state space model. We incorporate three types of laser noise: (i) broadband laser noise
originating from the laser itself, (ii) narrow-band PoundDrever-Hall phase modulation in the resonant beam required for locking the laser to the cavity frequency, and
(iii) narrow-band laser noise originating from the feedback loop of the laser lock. Each of these noise sources
is experimentally characterized and is modeled independently to match the overall spectral characteristics (see
Appendix C). Furthermore, we extend the state space
model to incorporate higher-order mechanical modes.
Measurements and innovations.—We use the recorded
homodyne signals zi as input to the Kalman filter for estimation of the optomechanical state, which is done offline.
Fig. 2 shows a 2µs trace of the detector signals (corresponding to 100 sample points), along with the optimal
measurement prediction. The prediction shows excellent
qualitative agreement with the measured data both in
the weak (gd < κ) and in the strong coupling regime
(gd > κ). Quantitatively, the validity of the estimation
is assessed by the innovation sequence ν t = zt − Ct x̂t ,
i. e., the difference between the predicted measurement
ẑt = Ct x̂t of the Kalman filter and the actual measurement outcome zt . For an optimally working filter, ν t
must be a Gaussian zero-mean white noise process with
T
a variance given by E[ν t ν T
t ] = Ct Pt Ct + V . We use this
fact to fine-tune model parameters starting from their
independently determined values. The statistics of ν t of
the resulting Kalman filter closely matches these criteria,
hence demonstrating the accuracy of the filter (Fig. 2; see
also Appendix D for further statistical analysis).
Estimation of optomechanical quadratures.—Kalman
filtering provides direct, real-time access both to the optical intracavity quadratures and to the mechanical degree
of freedom in a cavity-optomechanical system (Fig. 3a).
In the weak coupling regime, the thermally driven mechanical motion and its coupling to the optical intracavity fields is visible. Clearly, the mechanical motion
modulates both quadratures xd , yd of the detuned beam
[14], which couples to the mirror via the optomechanical beam-splitter interaction. The situation is different
for the resonant beam, whose amplitude quadrature xr
contains shot noise only, while its phase quadrature yr
couples to the mechanical position.
The phase space representation captures the essence of
Kalman filtering. The estimated mechanical quadratures
rotate in phase space (Fig. 3b). Their probability distri-
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FIG. 2. (color online) Measurement signals and Kalmanfilter predictions. Shown are the measurement signals of
the two homodyne detections of the detuned and resonant
beam, zd (t) (red dots) and zr (t) (blue dots), respectively, and
their Kalman-filter predictions ẑi (t) (gray line) both for the
weak (left) and the strong coupling regime (right). Error
bars of the prediction (±2σ) are indicated by the width of
the gray line. Kalman filter innovations νi (t) = zi (t) − ẑi (t)
are plotted below each data set and demonstrate the accuracy of the implemented filter. To assess the performance
of the filter, we calculate the fraction of normalized innovations that are contained in a two-sided 95% confidence region
(±2σ, indicated by the lines) of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution (besides each plot). The experiment was performed
at room temperature with a micromechanical oscillator of
ωm = 2π × 1.278 MHz, γm = 2π × 265 Hz, and optomechanical parameters κ = 0.34 ωm , g0 = 2π × 7.7 Hz (for details
see Appendix B). For both coupling strengths of the detuned
beam (∆d = ωm ) we use ϕd ≈ 0, ∆r = 0, gr = 0.2 κ and
ϕr = π/2. Note that the fast oscillation of zr (t), which is
due to the 20 MHz Pound-Drever-Hall phase modulation for
frequency locking, is taken into account by the Kalman filter.

bution along each mechanical quadrature is shown as histogram besides each axis and demonstrates the Gaussian
nature of the micromirror motion. We compare the uncertainty ellipse of the unconditional (dashed line) and
conditional (solid line) mechanical state, i. e., the area
in which we expect with 95% probability to find the mechanical quadratures. For a purely thermal state the area
of the unconditional ellipse is proportional to the thermal occupation number n̄. In the weak coupling regime,
the information provided by the measurement update
leads to a clear reduction in the uncertainty (factor of
27 in effective temperature), which is the optimal one
for the given coupling strength 4 . In the strong coupling
regime, laser cooling has already significantly diminished
the thermally induced uncertainty of the unconditional

Recall that the optimality of the Kalman filter ensures that the
conditional state uncertainty is minimized for a given coupling
strength.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Estimating optomechanical quadratures. (a) Shown are Kalman-filter real-time estimates for
the optical amplitude (x̂i , straight line) and phase (ŷi , dashed
line) quadrature of the detuned (red, top) and resonant (blue,
middle) beam along with the mechanical position (q̂, straight
green line) and momentum quadrature (p̂, dashed green line)
of the optomechanical system for the weak and strong coupling regime. The mechanical (b, green line) and optomechanical (c, gray line) phase space trajectories are estimated
over a period of 100 µs. A histogram along each quadrature
is shown as side panel and estimated over 10 ms. The uncertainty ellipse of the unconditional (conditional) state is shown
as dashed (straight) line. Note that the length of the shown
trajectory is not sufficient to adequately represent the state’s
statistics. All units are given in terms of quadrature zeropoint fluctuations (zpf). For our experimental parameters
qzpf = 2.73 × 10−16 m, pzpf = 3.87 × 10−19 kg m/s.

state. In addition, the cavity dynamics introduces a notable ellipticity in the phase-space distribution [36]. The
conditional state uncertainty is similar to the weak coupling situation. This is because for technical reasons the
signal power at the homodyne detectors was kept constant for both coupling strengths, which means that the
stronger detuned optical drive beam does not provide
more information on the system state.
Figure 3c shows real-time estimates of the optomechanical correlations between mechanical position and
the phase quadrature of the resonant beam. Analogous
to the mechanical phase space, the conditional state uncertainties are strongly reduced, reflecting the real-time
information gain on the optomechanical correlations.
Conclusion.—We have successfully implemented
Kalman filtering for optimal state estimation of cavity
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optomechanical systems. Its accuracy crucially relies on
an accurate state space model of the specific experiment.
The applications of this method in the domain of
optomechanics are manifold. For example, Kalman
filtering enables mechanical feedback control in the
quantum regime. While in this work we operate the
filter offline, its real time application in the frequency
range investigated here is feasible using current field
programmable gate array hardware (see Appendix
E). The optimality of the filter guarantees that the
reduction in conditional state uncertainty corresponds
to the maximal cooling one can achieve through active feedback at this specific coupling strength. As a
consequence, ground state cooling is readily achievable
by combining Kalman filtering with measurements in
the strong cooperativity regime [31]. This regime has
been reached in current experiments [21, 37–39]. In our
case, it requires cryogenic cooling of the mechanical
environment to 300 mK and quality factors above 106 .
As another example, mechanical sensing requires precise
knowledge of the system dynamics in the absence of
the external impetus, which is equivalent to the task of
implementing the optimal estimator, i. e., the Kalman
filter. The same is true for the task of characterizing
or reconstructing an optomechanical quantum state (for
example in terms of entanglement), where the relevant
information is often encoded in the covariance matrix
Pt . One fascinating prospect there is the generation
of entanglement of macroscopic test masses through
measurement [29, 40]. In summary, Kalman filtering
adds a significant performance advantage for classical
and quantum control of cavity optomechanical systems.

Appendix A: State space models
1.

State space models and Kalman filters based on them
are widely used in classical signal processing [41–43].
Here we apply them to an optomechanical experiment in
a way that remains applicable for quantum experiments.
Consider a classical Gaussian system with state vector xt that is continuously monitored by linear measurements with outcomes zt . In general, both the evolution
of the state vector as well as the measurement are affected by stochastic noise called process noise wt and
measurement noise vt , respectively. Additionally, both
the state evolution as well as the measurement may be
subject to a deterministic input u (e. g. a known force).
Then, the joint (stochastic) evolution of state vector xt
and measurement outcomes zt are described by a state
space model of the form
ẋt = At xt + Bt ut + Lt wt
zt = Ct xt + Dt ut + vt .

We thank Gerald Matz and Martin Siegele for discussions and Simon Gröblacher for support with microfabrication. We acknowledge support by the European Commission (SIQS, iQOEMS, ITN cQOM, ThermiQ), the
European Research Council (ERC QOM), the Austrian
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[F40] (SFB FOQUS), the Vienna Science and Technology Fund (WWTF) under Project ICT12-049 and
the Centre for Quantum Engineering and Space-Time
Research (QUEST). W.W. acknowledges support by a
Feodor Lynen fellowship of the Alexander von HumboldtFoundation and a Marie-Curie IEF of the European Commission. S. G. H., J. H. O. and R. R. are supported by the
Austrian Science Fund (FWF): project number [W1210]
(CoQuS). Computations have been conducted in parts
on the Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC).

(A1a)
(A1b)

Here, At , Bt , Ct , Dt and Lt are (potentially timedependent) matrices whose naming is given in Tab. II. To
completely specify the state space model (A1), we also
have to specify the statistical properties of the noise. If
process noise wt and measurement noise vt are white and
Gaussian this amounts to specifying covariance matrices
W and V for process and measurement noise, respectively, as well as their correlation matrix M .
2.
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Systems driven by white noise

Colored noise and linear filters

The Kalman filter relies on a state space model of the
form (A1) for which the process and measurement noise
are Gaussian and white. Our experiment, however, is
subject to colored Gaussian noise, namely classical amplitude and phase noise of our laser. But we can extend
the state space model of the actual optomechanical system to an equivalent larger state space model, which is
only driven by white noise, as described in the following.
The Kalman filter can then be applied to this extended
state space model.
Consider an n-dimensional (colored) noise process ξt
whose time evolution is described by ξ˙t = F ξt + ζt , where
ζt is white noise. Its spectrum is given by the rational
function Sξ (ω) = H(ω)W H(−ω)T = pξ (ω)/qξ (ω), where
H(ω) = −(iω + F )−1 is the transfer function of the process, W is the covariance matrix of ζt , and deg(qξ ) = n.
Consider now a system driven by the colored noise process ξt , i. e., of the form
ẋt = At xt + Bt ut + wt + ξt .

(A2)

To model this system by an equivalent state space model
T T
driven by white noise only, we can define yt = (xT
t , ξt )
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and extend the state-space model (A2) to



   
At 1n
Bt 0
ut
wt
ẏt =
yt +
+
.
0 F
0 0
0
ζt

time between 0 and π/2, whereas for the resonant beam,
the phase is fixed to ϕr ' π/2.
(A3)
2.

We use such a state space model extension to incorporate
classical, non-white laser noise. For our experiment, we
model noise of narrow Lorentzian line-shape as well as
broadband colored laser noise.
In a similar way, we can model the effect of an electronic or digital filter of order n on an input signal
ut . In this case, ζt is related to the input signal by
ζt = Gut , and the output is given by yt = Hξt + Dut
(where F , G, H and D are matrices appropriately chosen to describe the specific filter). Its transfer function, relating the output to the input signal, is given by
Gξ (s) = yt (s)/ut (s) = H s111−F G + D with s = iω.
Appendix B: Experiment
1.

Setup

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 4. Our
optomechanical cavity is a Fabry-Pérot cavity with
linewidth (half width at half maximum, HWHM) κ '
440 kHz and free spectral range (FSR) ' 15 GHz. Its
end mirror is a mechanical oscillator with frequency
ωm ' 2π · 1.278 · 106 Hz and linewidth (full width at
half maximum, FWHM) γm ' 2π · 265 Hz. The oscillator consists of a doubly-clamped SiN bridge with a
Ta2 O5 /SiO2 Bragg mirror on top. The optomechanical
cavity is placed inside vacuum (p ' 5 · 10−6 mbar); all
measurements are taken at room temperature.
The mechanical oscillator interacts with two optical cavity modes in orthogonal polarizations and separated in frequency by one FSR. These two cavity modes
are driven by two laser beams, one resonant and one
red-detuned by approximately the mechanical frequency.
Both beams are derived from a single Nd:YAG laser with
a wavelength of 1064nm as described in more detail in
Fig. 4. The laser is locked to the optomechanical cavity
using a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock in the resonant
beam.
The reflected beams (the signal beams) are split off
using wave plates and Faraday rotators and directed to
two separate homodyne detection setups. The local oscillators for the homodyne detection are derived from the
incoming beams. The path lengths of signal beams and
local oscillators are carefully matched to ensure that signals and local oscillators always have the same instantaneous frequency such that the laser phase noise does not
affect the homodyne detection. The relative phase of local oscillator and reflected (signal) beams can be locked
using feedback to piezo-driven mirrors (PZT) in the local oscillator beam paths. This allows, for each returning
signal beam, to measure an arbitrary generalized quadrature. For the detuned beam, the phase ϕd is scanned in

Classical laser noise
a.

Laser field

We describe the extra-cavity laser fields of each beam
by a displaced coherent state |β(t)i with a fluctuating
coherent amplitude β(t) (note that we suppress the mode
indices d and r here and in the following). In a frame
rotating at the laser frequency, we can write the coherent
amplitude as
β(t) = (β0 + δβ(t))e−iφ(t) ,

(B1)

where β(t) is a classical complex random variable with
expectation value E[β(t)] = β0 ∈ R. The amplitude
and phase fluctuations δβ(t), φ(t) are assumed to be real,
small (E[δβ 2 ]  β02 , E[φ2 ]  1), uncorrelated (E[δβ φ] =
E[δβ] E[φ]) and zero-mean (E[δβ] = E[φ] = 0). Here and
in the following, we use
ˆ
E[f (β)] =
d2 β p(β) f (β)
C

to denote the classical expectation value of f (β) and p(β)
for the probability density function of β in the complex
plane. Taking the classical fluctuations into account, we
must therefore describe the extra-cavity laser fields by a
mixed state
ˆ
ρ = d2 β p(β) |βi hβ| .
The expectation value of an operator O in state ρ is then
defined as
ˆ
hOi = tr {ρ O} = d2 β p(β) hβ| O |βi .
Assuming that we are only dealing with wide-sense stationary random processes, the noise power spectrum
SOO (ω) of an operator-valued noise process O(t) is defined as [44]
ˆ
SOO (ω) =
dteiωt hO(t)O(0)i .
R

To calculate noise power spectra of photocurrents we
need to use the following properties of the annihilation and creation operators b, b† of the extra-cavity field
modes
b(t) |β(t)i = β(t) |β(t)i
hβ(t)| b(t)† = β(t)∗ hβ(t)|
[b(t), b(t0 )† ] = δ(t − t0 ),
where δ(t) denotes the Dirac√delta distribution and the
operators b, b† have units of Hz.
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FIG. 4. (a) Experimental setup. Laser light at 1064 nm is split into two beams. One of the beams (blue) is sent to two free
space electro-optical modulators (EOMs), which add phase modulations at 1.45 MHz and 20 MHz. The modulation at 1.45 MHz
is used for calibration of the optomechanical signal. The modulation at 20 MHz is used for locking the laser frequency to the
optomechanical cavity (OMC) using a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock. This beam is therefore always resonant with the OMC
and we refer to it as the “resonant beam”.
The second beam is sent to a fiber EOM which creates strong sidebands at approximately 15 GHz. One of the 1st order
sidebands is used, whereas the carrier and all other sidebands are blocked by an optical filter consisting of a volume holographic
grating and a broadband filter cavity. Hence, the resulting beam (red) is detuned with respect to the resonant beam (blue) by
∼ 15GHz which is approximately the free spectral range (FSR) of the OMC. This beam is therefore close to another longitudinal
resonance of the OMC but can be detuned by an additional detuning ∆ by changing the modulation frequency.
The resonant and the detuned beam are combined on a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) into a single spatial mode but orthogonal
polarizations. This mode is mode-matched to the OMC, which is located inside a vacuum environment. The returning beams
(the signals) are separated from the incoming beams using optical circulators (half-wave plates, Faraday rotators and PBS) and
sent to two homodyne detection setups. The relative phase of local oscillators (LO) and signals (SIG) can be stabilized using
mirrors mounted on piezo-electric transducers (PZT). The homodyne currents are low-pass filtered and the resulting signals zd
and zr are digitized at 50 MHz.
(b) Optical micrograph of the mechanical oscillator. A doubly-clamped oscillator from SiN with a Ta2 O5 /SiO2 Bragg mirror is
used as the end mirror of the optomechanical cavity.

b.

Amplitude noise

a. Measurement. We measure the amplitude noise
of our laser by direct detection on an InGaAs photodiode
with a detection bandwidth of up to 20 MHz. The statistics of the detected photocurrent I(t) is proportional to
the statistics of the number operator N = b† b.
Using the definition (B1) of the laser amplitude and
phase fluctuations, we find for the noise power spectral
density of the photon number in direct detection
SN N (ω) =

4β02 S(δβ)(δβ) (ω)
{z
}
|

classical amplitude noise

+ (β02 + E[δβ 2 ]). (B2)
|
{z
}
shot noise

Note that we omitted DC-terms proportional to δ(ω) in
(B2). Note also that the noise power spectral density of
the shot noise is equal to the mean photocurrent.
Since all extra-cavity fields |β(t)i are derived from the
same laser field with state
E
|γ(t)i = (γ0 + δγ(t))e−iφ(t) ,
(B3)
we can write β(t) = rγ(t) such that β0 = rγ0 and δβ(t) =
r δγ(t); here, r2 = P/Plaser is the ratio of the power P of
the field β(t) we measure to the power Plaser of the laser.
Therefore, we can write

SN N (ω) ' 4β02 S(δβ)(δβ) (ω) + β02
∝ 4(P 2 /Plaser )S(δγ)(δγ) (ω) +
|
{z
}
classical amplitude noise

P .
|{z}

shot noise

For high optical powers P , shot noise is negligible and we
can directly measure the classical amplitude noise, such
that SII (ω) ∝ SN N (ω) ∝ S(δβ)(δβ) (ω). By scaling appropriately with the ratio of the powers we can then calculate
the classical amplitude noise power also for weaker fields.
b. Modeling. Our goal is to find a state space model
that reproduces the spectral dependence of the amplitude noise S(δβ)(δβ) (ω) in a satisfactory way. Since, for
high optical powers, the measured photocurrent I(t) is directly proportional to the relevant amplitude noise signal
δβ(t), we use I(t) as input for identifying a suitable state
space model. This is done using the MATLAB System
Identification toolbox. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
c.

Homodyne detection with noise

We use a standard homodyne setup in which local oscillator (mode 1) and signal (mode 2) are combined on
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optomechanical interaction changes the quantum statistics of the output light field, e.g., leading to squeezing
[45–47]. We then find (in dependence of the homodyning
angle ϕ)

NPS (arb.u.)
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SN− N− (ω) = (β02 + E[δβ 2 ])(1 + r2 ) + E[βx2 ] + E[βy2 ]
|
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}
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shot noise
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model output series
model transfer function
shot noise level
electronic noise level
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+(r cos ϕ)2

16β02 Sδβδβ (ω)
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}
|

classical amplitude noise
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FIG. 5. Measured and modeled amplitude noise. The measurements (red points) show the photocurrent noise power
spectral density SII (ω) in direct detection for the detuned
(a) and resonant (b) optical beam with respective shot noise
(black line) and electronic noise levels (gray line). In the
relevant frequency range, SII (ω) is dominated by the contribution of the classical amplitude noise S(δβ)(δβ) (ω). A state
space model for the amplitude noise is identified based on
these measurements. We plot the noise power spectrum of
an exemplary output time series of these state space models
(blue points) together with their transfer functions (straight
lines).

a 50:50 beam splitter. The output modes 3 and 4 are
detected and their photocurrents subtracted from each
other. The statistics of the resulting difference current
I− (t) is proportional to that of the photon number difference operator
N− = b†3 b3 − b†4 b4 = e−iϕ b†1 b2 + eiϕ b†2 b1 .
Here, ϕ is the additional (constant) phase that the local
oscillator acquires with respect to the signal.
Now we assume the following states for the local oscillator (mode 1) and signal (mode 2):
|ψ1 i = (β0 + δβ)e−iφ ,
|ψ2 i = r(β0 + δβ)e−iφ + βx + iβy .

In (B5) we again omitted DC-terms and terms that are of
more than second order in the fluctuations (δβ, φ, βx , βy ).
Depending on the homodyning angle ϕ, we detect the
noise Sx(ϕ)x(ϕ) (ω) of the signal in the generalized quadrature x(ϕ) = cos(ϕ)βx + sin(ϕ)βy . For ϕ = 0, in particular, we detect the amplitude fluctuations Sβx βx (ω) of the
signal together with the common amplitude fluctuations
of signal and local oscillator Sδβδβ (ω). For ϕ = π/2,
on the other hand, we detect the phase fluctuations
Sβy βy (ω). The common phase fluctuations φ(t) of signal and local oscillator cancel as we aligned the beam
paths to equal lengths such that both beams have the
same instantaneous optical frequency at the detectors.
For any value of the homodyning angle ϕ, we detect a
constant shot noise background proportional to the combined optical power of signal and local oscillator field.
d.

Frequency and phase noise

a. Measurement. To measure the phase noise of our
laser we use delayed self-homodyning [48]. The laser
beam is split into two beams (beams 1 and 2) of equal
power. One of the resulting beams (beam 2) is then delayed by a time ∆T before both beams are recombined
on a 50:50 beam splitter. Both outputs of the 50:50 beam
splitter are detected and their photocurrents subtracted.
At low frequencies, where the large-amplitude phase fluctuations occur, the phase between both beams is stabilized to ϕ = π/2.
The difference current I− is then proportional to the
number difference operator
†

(B4)

The signal is derived from the same laser as the local
oscillator; therefore, its coherent amplitude has a contribution r(β0 + δβ)e−iφ with r2 = Psig /PLO , i. e., the
ratio between the optical powers Psig and PLO of signal
and local oscillator. The signal beam carries additional
amplitude and phase quadrature fluctuations βx and βy
due to the interaction with the optomechanical cavity,
which are assumed to be zero-mean E[βx ] = E[βy ] = 0.
Note that, by writing the signal field state as a displaced
coherent state (B4), we neglect the possibility that the

N− = b†3 b3 − b†4 b4 = i(b2 b1 − b†1 b2 ),
and we assume beam 1 and 2 to be in the
states |ψ1 i =
(β0 + δβ(t))e−iφ(t) and |ψ2 i =
(β0 + δβ(t + ∆T ))e−iφ(t+∆T ) , respectively.
Assuming small phase fluctuations e−iφ(t) ' 1 − iφ(t)
and neglecting terms of more than second order in the
fluctuations, we find the noise power spectrum of the
difference current to be proportional to
SN− N− (ω) = 4β04 S∆φ∆φ (ω) + 2(β02 + E[δβ 2 ]).

(B6)
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NPS (arb.u.)

In (B6), S∆φ∆φ (ω) is the noise power spectral density of
´ t+∆T
the accumulated phase difference ∆φ(t) = t
dτ φ̇(τ )
with φ̇(τ ) the instantaneous optical frequency. This can
be related [49] to the noise power spectrum of the fluctuating phase φ via


ω ∆T
Sφφ (ω),
S∆φ∆φ (ω) = 4 sin2
2

measurement
model output series
model transfer function
shot noise level
electronic noise level

2⋅106

such that we get

4⋅106

6⋅106

8⋅106

Frequency (Hz)

SN− N− (ω) = 16β04 sin2
|



ω ∆T
2
{z


Sφφ (ω)
}

classical phase noise contribution

+2(β02 + E[δβ 2 ]).
|
{z
}
shot noise

The noise power spectrum of the phase noise Sφφ (ω)
can therefore be obtained from the spectrum of the detected difference current by subtracting the shotnoise
and dividing by the function sin2 ( ω ∆T
2 ) which acts like
a frequency-dependent gain for the phase fluctuations.
Note that for frequencies ω around integer multiples of
2π/∆T , the interferometer is insensitive to phase noise.
To get an accurate phase measurement also at these frequencies, the measurement has to be repeated with a
different delay ∆T .
b. Modeling. We actually need the fluctuating frequency φ̇ rather than the fluctuating phase φ as input to
the optomechanical state space model. To obtain a state
space model for the frequency noise Sφ̇φ̇ (ω) from the photocurrent I− measured in delayed self-homodyning, we
note that Sφ̇φ̇ (ω) = ω 2 Sφφ (ω). Furthermore, we measure
at optical powers which are high enough for the shot noise
to be neglected such that we get

sin2 ω ∆T
2
SII (ω) ∝
(B7)
Sφ̇φ̇ (ω).
ω2
We choose a small ∆T = 27 ns such that we can linearize
the sin2 -term in (B7) for the relevant frequencies below
5 MHz and get SI− I− (ω) ∝ Sφ̇φ̇ (ω). Hence, for high optical powers and low frequencies the measured photocurrent I− is directly proportional to the frequency noise φ̇
and can be used as input for identifying a state space
model in analogy to the amplitude noise (see Fig. 6).
3.

10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9

Spurious mechanical modes

In our experiment, we use a doubly-clamped mechanical oscillator [see Fig. 4(b)], which is coupled to two
optical fields. This oscillator supports multiple mechanical modes, as is common with clamped oscillators. Some
mechanical modes of our oscillator are shown in Fig. 7
which have been calculated by finite element modelling.
We are interested in coupling to the fundamental outof-plane mechanical mode [Fig. 7(a)], as it exhibits the

FIG. 6.
Measured and modeled frequency noise. The
measurements (red points) show the photocurrent noise
power spectral density SI− I− (ω) obtained using delayed selfhomodyning for the resonant optical beam. Also shown is
the electronic noise level (gray line). In the relevant frequency range, SI− I− (ω) is proportional to the classical frequency noise Sφ̇φ̇ (ω). A state space model for the frequency
noise is identified based on these measurements. We plot the
noise power spectrum of an exemplary output time series of
the state space model (blue points) together with its transfer function (straight lines). Note that the sharp resonance
around 2.5 MHz are resonances of the piezoelectric transducer
in the laser which we do not model separately.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 7. Finite-element modelling of the utilized doublyclamped mechanical oscillator. Shown is the displacement
amplitude of (a) the fundamental mode with a modelled frequency of 1.28 MHz and higher order modes with frequencies
of (b) 2.31 MHz, (c) 3.08 MHz, (d) 4.31 MHz.

largest optomechanical coupling strength. However, all
other mechanical modes will also couple to the optical
fields, albeit with lower coupling strength. Figure 8
shows the noise power spectrum of the homodyne signal
zd of the detuned beam, where we can attribute some
peaks in the spectrum to mechanical modes. We also
incorporate these other mechanical modes in the state
space model of our experiment. Only then the Kalman
filter will yield an accurate estimate of the state of the
fundamental mechanical mode. The consistency of the
state estimation can be checked by inspecting the innovation sequence, for details see Sec. D.
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weak coupling (gd=0.2 κ)

equations in the rotating, displaced frame:

Szd (a.u.)

10-1
10-3

q̇ =

10-5

(C1a)

ωm p

ṗ = −ωm q − γm p +

10-7

X

gi (cos θi xi − sin θi yi ) + ξ

i=r,d
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Frequency (Hz)
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FIG. 8. Noise power spectrum of signal zd in the weak
coupling regime. The fundamental mechanical mode at a
frequency of 1.278 MHz is marked with the vertically grayshaded region. Other peaks at frequencies of 2.325 MHz,
3.05 MHz, 4.237 MHz, 5.604 MHz and 7.24 MHz can be attributed to mechancial modes calculated via finite element
modelling and are marked at the top horizontal axis, cf. Fig. 7.

Appendix C: Complete State Space Model

To construct a state space model for the complete optomechanical experiment, we split it into components of
independent state space models, which are connected
in an appropriate way (using network synthesis, see
[50, 51]). Figure 9 shows a schematic of the complete
state space model and its components. These components describe
• the evolution and output
optomechanical system,

of

the

cavity-

• optical losses,
• homodyne detection,
• and various forms of optical noise.

1.

State evolution

In our experiment, the cavity-optomechanical system
is comprised of two optical cavity modes driven by two
external laser fields that interact with a micro-mechanical
oscillator, which supports multiple mechanical modes.
We are mainly interested in the coupling of the two intracavity optical fields to the out-of-plane fundamental mechanical mode of the mechanical oscillator. Then, the
state vector consists of the mechanical and optical intracavity quadratures xt = (q, p, xd , yd , xr , yr )T , whose time
evolution can be described by the linearized Langevin

√

(C1b)

ẋi = −κxi + ∆i yi + gi sin θi q + 2κ1 xin
i,1
√
√
in
+ 2κ2 xi,2 + 2 κ1 δβi + |α0,i | sin θi φ̇i
(C1c)
√
in
ẏi = −κyi − ∆i xi + gi cos θi q + 2κ1 yi,1
√
in
+ 2κ2 yi,2
+ |α0,i | cos θi φ̇i
(C1d)
The time evolution of the state vector is driven by
(white) Brownian thermal noise from the mechanical
bath as well as by noise on the driving laser fields, which
consists of classical amplitude noise δβ(t) and phase noise
φ̇(t), as well as shot noise, which is introduced via the
in
terms xin
i,j , yi,j with i ∈ {d, r} for the detuned and resonant beam and j ∈ {1, 2} for the input coupling mirror
and end mirror.
Shot noise and mechanical thermal noise are white and
are incorporated in the state space model directly as
process noise wt and, in the case of measurement shot
noise, as measurement noise vt . However, classical laser
noise in our experiment is not white. We model it independently as described in Sec. A 2 by constructing state
space models, whose output resembles the measured experimental noise characteristics. The output vectors of
the noise state space models are treated as deterministic
input ut = (δβd (t), φ̇d (t), δβ r (t), φ̇r (t))T , which enter the
dynamic and measurement equation of the optomechanical system.
The matrices governing the evolution of the state vector are the process matrix A ∈ R6×6 , the input matrix
B ∈ R6×4 , the noise matrix L ∈ R6×9 and the process
noise covariance matrix W ∈ R9×9 . The process matrix
A describes the evolution of the optomechanical system
and can be directly read off from the Langevin equations:


A1 (ωm , γm ) A3 (gd , θd ) A3 (gr , θr )
.
A2 (∆d )
0
A =  A4 (gd , θd )
A4 (gr , θr )
0
A2 (∆r )

(C2)

Note that matrix (C2) and the following matrices are
written in block form. Thus, zeros stand for zero matrices
with appropriate dimensions. In (C2), the evolution of
the mechanical and optical quadratures is described by
the matrices


0 ω
A1 (ω, γ) =
,
(C3)
−ω −γ


−κ ∆
A2 (∆) =
,
(C4)
−∆ −κ

11
where ωm and γm are the frequency and linewidth
(FWHM) of the mechanical mode and ∆ and κ the detuning and linewidth (HWHM) of the optical cavity mode,
respectively. The interaction between mechanical and
optical modes, on the other hand, is described by the
matrices


0
0
A3 (g, θ) =
(C5)
g cos θ −g sin θ


g sin θ 0
A4 (g, θ) =
,
(C6)
g cos θ 0
√
where g =
2αg0 is the linearized optomechanical
coupling strength and the angle θ = arctan(∆/κ)
parametrizes the detuning from cavity resonance.
To accurately describe the experimental situation we
actually have to model multiple mechanical modes of the
mechanical oscillator. The generalization of matrix (C2)
to the multimode case is straightforward: for each additional mechanical mode k, one determines the appropri(k)
(k)
ate matrices A1 (ωm , γm ), A3 (g (k) , θ(k) ), A4 (g (k) , θ(k) )
from the corresponding optomechanical parameters and
adds them as new blocks to (C2). Note that adding M
additional mechanical modes increases the state space dimension from 6 × 6 to (6 + 2M ) × (6 + 2M ).
The input matrix B determines the coupling of the
classical amplitude and phase noise of the laser to the
optical intra-cavity quadratures

0
0
,
0
B = B1 (θd , α0,d )
0
B1 (θr , α0,r )


(C7)

√


2κ1 |α0,i | sin θ
,
0
|α0,i | cos θ

(C8)

where κ1 is the optical decay
through the input couq rateq
2κ1
i
the intra-cavity
pler mirror and |α0,i | = κ2 +∆2 ~ωP0,i
photon number. These matrices can again be directly
inferred from the Langevin equations, when optical noise
is included in their derivation (see, e. g., [34]).
White thermal noise and shotnoise, on the other hand,
are treated as process noise wt . Its coupling to the state
vector evolution is given by the noise matrix


L1 (γm )
0
0
0
0
L2 (κ1 ) L2 (κ2 )
0
0  , (C9)
L= 0
0
0
0
L2 (κ1 ) L2 (κ2 )
with
 
p
0
L1 (γ) = − 2γ
.
1

W = diag(nm + 1/2, 1/2, . . . , 1/2),

(C12)

where nm = nm (T, ωm ) ≈ kb T /(~ωm ) denotes the thermal occupation of the mechanical bath and 1/2 is the
shot noise contribution of the driving laser fields.
2.

Measurement

To correctly describe the effect of noise and losses on
the measurement, we formally split the measurement into
several steps:
1. the intra-cavity quadratures (xd , yd , xr , yr ) are related to the quadratures of the output fields
out
out out
(xout
d , yd , xr , yr ) via cavity input-output relations; the output quadratures are affected by classical and quantum laser noise,
2. a state-space model for the optical loss; this
out
out out
takes the output quadratures (xout
d , yd , xr , yr )
as input and returns the attenuated quadratures
loss
loss loss
(xloss
d , yd , xr , yr ) that arrive at the homodyne
detectors,
3. a measurement of one (generalized) quadrature per
returning laser field, which yields the actual measurements (zd , zr ).

with
B1 (θ, α0,i ) =

describes driving of the optical modes by shot noise (with
11 as identity matrix of appropriate dimensions). Note
that in our case, shot noise enters both from mirror 1
(input coupler) and mirror 2 (mechanical oscillator) with
rates κ1 and κ2 = κ − κ1 , respectively, where κ2 also
incorporates additional intra-cavity loss. This accounts
for the double-sidedness of the cavity.
The process noise covariance matrix is

(C10)

L1 (γ) describes the driving of the mechanical mode by
white thermal noise (assumed to act only on the mechanical momentum quadrature) and
√
L2 (κ) = − 2κ11,
(C11)

In conjunction, these steps guarantee that the measurements are physical (i. e. respect uncertainty relations)
and that all noise sources are correctly taken into account. Note, we also model the detector spectral response
as a digital filter through a separate state space model
(see Sec. A 2).
a.

Cavity output

The matrices relating the quadratures of the intracavity laser fields to those of the extra-cavity laser fields
are the measurement matrix C ∈ R4×6 , the throughput matrix D ∈ R4×4 , the measurement noise covariance
matrix V ∈ R4×4 and the noise cross-correlation matrix
M ∈ R9×4 .
The measurement matrix is


0 C1 (κ1 )
0
C=
,
(C13)
0
0
C1 (κ1 )
with
C1 (κ) =

√

2κ11.

(C14)
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In (C13), κ1 is the decay rate of the input coupler mirror
because we only measure light coming from the input
coupler.
Further, the throughput matrix is


D1 0
D=
(C15)
0 D1
with

D1 =


1 0
.
0 0

(C16)

Remember that D in (A1b) describes the feedthrough of
a deterministic input to the state-space model onto the
measurement, which is in our case classical laser noise.
Hence, D describes the impact of incoming classical laser
noise on the extra-cavity quadratures of the returning
laser fields.
The fact that (C16) has an entry only at position (1, 1)
means that effectively only amplitude noise is reflected off
the cavity. In principle, also phase noise φ̇i (t) is reflected
off the cavity; but we can neglect it here since it cancels
in homodyne detection (assuming that the local oscillator
and reflected optical field have the same instantaneous
optical frequency). Note that phase noise does, however,
affect the intra-cavity optomechanical state evolution (as
described previously).
The measurement noise covariance matrix is
V = diag(1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2),

(C17)

i. e., shot noise. Finally, the cross-correlation matrix between process and measurement noise is


0
0
0 
M
M = 1
,
(C18)
0 M1 
0
0
with
M1 =

1
11.
2

(C19)

The matrix M guarantees that the optical shot noise contribution to the process and measurement noise is perfectly correlated.

with
Dc (τ ) = cos τ 11,
Ds (τ ) = sin τ 11

(C21)
(C22)

√
and τ = arccos ( η). In our case, (x1 , y1 ) are the extraout
cavity quadratures (xout
i , yi ) and (x2 , y2 ) are quadratures of optical shotnoise. The output quadratures are
loss
denoted as (xloss
).
i , yi
The optical shotnoise is generated by a separate state
space model, which is only made up of the measurement
noise covariance matrix
V =

1
11.
2

(C23)

Note that each of the two cavity-output beams is fed into
a separate loss model with individual loss parameters ηd
and ηr .
c.

Homodyne detection

The state space model for homodyne detection guarantees the physicality of the measurement. It maps
loss loss
loss
(xloss
d , yd , xr , yr ) to the actual physical measurements zt using the following throughput matrix Dt ∈
R2×4 :


D1 (ϕd (t))
0
Dt =
,
(C24)
0
D1 (ϕr (t))
with

D1 (ϕ) = cos ϕ sin ϕ .

(C25)

The measurement zt = (zd (ϕd (t)), zr (ϕr (t)))T can be
(explicitly) time-dependent if the phase ϕi (t) of the local
oscillator changes in time.
Note that we do not have to include noise in this final
measurement step since all optical noise (shot noise as
well as classical noise) has already been included in the
loss
loss loss
quadratures (xloss
d , yd , xr , yr ).
Appendix D: Kalman filter consistency

b.

Optical loss

Optical loss is commonly modeled as a beam splitter
with intensity transmission η [52], where the signal enters through one port (port 1) and optical shot noise
through the other (port 2). The state space model of
the beam splitter is then only given by the throughput matrix D ∈ R4×4 , which maps the input quadratures u = (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )T to the output quadratures
z = (x3 , y3 , x4 , y4 )T :


Dc (τ ) Ds (τ )
D=
,
(C20)
−Ds (τ ) Dc (τ )

1.

Statistical consistency tests

The Kalman filter must be checked for a correct operation in two ways [41]. First, we have to test the filter
consistency for a given model, i. e., that the estimate x̂
converges to the true state x. In the case of the Kalman
filter this means that the sample mean of the estimation error t = xt − x̂t goes to zero (which means that
the filter is unbiased) and the respective sample covariance matrix converges to Pt . Typically such tests can
only be implemented in simulations, as the true state
is normally not available in an experiment. Second, we
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FIG. 9. Schematic overview of the complete system model for describing the cavity-optomechanical experiment. State space
models of optical noise (Lorentz noise, colored noise), the cavity-optomechanical system, optical loss and homodyne detection
are combined via network synthesis to form a single state space model for modeling the total experiment.

have to ensure that the state-space model accurately describes the experimental system, which means that all
experimental parameters have been determined correctly
and possible approximations of the system dynamics (including the description of all noise processes) are fulfilled
to a sufficient degree. The so-called innovation sequence
νt = zt − Ct x̂t —which records the difference between
the predicted and the actual measurement results—is our
main tool to test the consistency of the Kalman filter
with the real experimental situation. For a model perfectly matching the experimental system the innovation
sequence is a zero-mean white Gaussian process with a
covariance matrix given by St = Ct Pt CtT + V [41, 42].
For convenience we introduce the normalized process
ν̄t = L−1
t νt

(D1a)

(where St = Lt LT
t is the Cholesky decomposition of St )
whose components now have unit variance. Both the
whiteness of the process and the correct distribution can
be tested for an experimentally recorded innovation sequence. In order to test for whiteness we calculate the
so-called periodogram5 of a recorded sequence, which
asymptotically must be χ2 distributed with two degrees
of freedom. The Gaussianity can be tested by calculating
the sample’s cummulative distribution function (CDF) or
the corresponding probability density function (PDF).

5

The periodogram at Fourier frequency fj = j/N is defined as
I(fj ) = Xc (fj )2 +Xs (fj )2 with the Fourier coefficients Xc (fj ) =
√ P
√ PN
1/ N N
t=1 cos (2πfj t)xt , Xs (fj ) = 1/ N
t=1 sin (2πfj t)xt ,
N total samples and the random process x with values xt at
time t. Hence, the periodogram is a sum of independent, squared
zero-mean, white Gaussian random vectors and as such asymptotically χ2 (2) distributed with 2 degrees of freedom.

weak coupling strong coupling
sample mean of ν̄d
0.004
−0.012
sample mean of ν̄r
0.031
0.031

TABLE I. Mean values of normalized innovations for the weak
and strong coupling regime. The expected value is zero.

2.

Consistency test results

Here we show the results of the statistical consistency
analysis for the data presented in the main text. Table
I lists the mean values of the components ν̄d and ν̄r representing the innovation sequence for the measurements
of the detuned and resonant beam, respectively. We find
that the mean of the normalized innovations is close to
zero. To test the distribution of ν̄d and ν̄r we calculate their conditional distribution functions and probability density functions, see Fig. 10(a). We find that they
closely match the expected Gaussian distribution. To be
quantitative, we compute the ratio of ν̄i (i ∈ d, r) that
are expected to lie within a two-sided 95% confidence region (i. e., between 0.025% and 0.975%) of the expected
Gaussian distribution. For our data, we find values close
to the expected 95%.
The small deviation can be more closely inspected by
considering the noise power spectrum of ν̄t , which is
shown in Fig. 10(b). We smooth the periodogram using Welch’s method using a Hamming window and splitting the data into eight non-overlapping segments. Then
the resulting noise power spectrum is χ2 distributed with
2 · 8 = 16 degrees of freedom. In Fig. 10(b) we plot
the two-sided 95% confidence region of this distribution
as horizontal gray region behind the data. We see that
most datapoints lie within this region and thus can be
considered white. Most deviations are observed in the
low frequency regime around 200 kHz (a dip in the noise
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FIG. 10.
Statistical analysis of normalized innovation sequence. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) and
probability density function (PDF) of the normalized innovations ν̄i are shown in (a) for the detuned (red) and resonant
(blue) beam, each for the weak (left) and strong (right) coupling regime. The normalized innovations are expected to be
a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process with unit variance,
i. e., ν̄i ∼ N (0, 1). The numbers in the CDF panel represent
the fraction of ν̄i that are contained in the expected two-sided
95% confidence region (±2σ) of a random variable distributed
as N (0, 1). The noise power spectrum, SNMI , of ν̄i is shown
in (b). The horizontal, gray shaded area indicates the 95%
confidence region of the expected χ2 (16) distribution. The
numbers in the panels reflect the actual value of experimental
ν̄i contained in this region. The vertical, gray shaded area indicates the region, where the mechanical mode contains most
of its noise power.

power) and in the frequency band 2−5 MHz (many sharp
peaks). Both features are not considered in the model for
the Kalman filter and therefore lie outside the 95% confidence region. The series of sharp peaks can be attributed
to resonances of a piezoelectric transducer, which is attached to the laser crystal of the driving laser. The spectral dip at 200 kHz we attribute to the spectral response
of the photo detectors.
Finally we note that we also tested the consistency
of the implemented Kalman filter for simulations of a
perfectly matched system and find excellent agreement
with the criteria presented above.

Appendix E: Real-time feedback

The execution of the Kalman filter requires calculations of extensive matrix multiplications with a specific
dynamic range and minimal delay. Therefore, the implementation of a real-time Kalman filter hinges on a fast
and precise hardware platform, which can be based on a
high resolution, field programmable gate array (FPGA).
Such a hardware platform has to fulfill several criteria.
First, a minimum precision level has to be achieved.

The resolution of the digital calculations needs to be
much greater than the minimal step size of the harmonic
evolution of an oscillation, i. e., the amplitude of a single
phonon. This enables the possible operation at the standard quantum limit. Second, the dynamic range must
cover the thermal state of the oscillator. Assuming a
typical FPGA clock rate of 500 MHz, and the parameters of the mechanical mode of interest, we obtain a nec√
essary resolution of fm dt/ nth ≈ 4 · 10−7  2−27 . This
dynamic range can be covered by a 27 bit fix-point calculation, as used in the StratixV GS FPGA. This FPGA
chip can process 1590 multiplications per clock cycle. It
can be used, e. g., to calculate a steady-state state space
model of one mechanical mode at 1.27 MHz that is coupled to two optical modes, and incorporates 25 additional
mechanical modes and 10 dimensions for modeling colored laser noise. A final criterion concerns the delay due
to the detection and the processing of the signals, which
needs to be taken into account. We obtain about 50 ns
system delay, when accounting for 4 m of optical path
length and cables, the delay from signal converters and
the processing in a 500 MHz FPGA. This amounts to
a phase shift of 23◦ at 1.27 MHz, the frequency of the
mechanical mode of interest. Therefore efficient feedback control of mechanical oscillators with a resonance
frequency on the order of 1 MHz is feasible with state-ofthe-art technology.
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Appendix F: Symbols and definitions

symbol
xt , x(t)
zt
wt
vt
x̂t , x̂(t)
Sxx (ω)
h·i
E[·]
At
Bt
Ct
Dt
W
V
M
Kt
Pt

meaning
state vector (random process)
measurement vector (random process)
process noise
measurement noise
estimate for xt
noise power spectrum of xt
quantum expectation value
classical (population) expectation value
process matrix
input matrix
measurement matrix
throughput matrix
process noise covariance matrix
measurement noise covariance matrix
noise cross-correlation matrix
Kalman gain matrix
estimation error covariance matrix

TABLE II. State space model specific symbols.

symbol
ωm
γm
κ
κ1
κ2
gd
gr

definition

g0,i

ω0,i
L

θi
∆i

κ 1 + κ2
√
2|α |g
√ 0,d 0
2|α
q0,r |g0

~
meff ωm

∆i
arctan κ
2
g |α0,i |2
∆0,i − 0,iωm

∆0,i
ωc
ω0,i
Pi

ωc − ω0,i

β0,i

q

δβi (t)
φ̇i (t)
α0,i
δαi (t)
ϕi

name
mechanical frequency
mechanical linewidth (full width at half maximum, FWHM)
cavity decay rate (half width at half maximum, HWHM)
input-coupler cavity decay rate (HWHM)
total output-coupler and loss cavity decay rate (HWHM)
optomechanical coupling rate detuned beam
optomechanical coupling rate resonant beam

2π · 7.7 Hz

single-photon coupling rate
effective detuning

∆r = 0, ∆d ' ωm

cavity-laser detuning
cavity resonance frequency
laser frequency
extra-cavity optical power

2πc/λi
Pi
~ω0

|α0,i |e−iθi =

value
2π · 1.278 · 106 Hz
2π · 265 Hz
0.341ωm
0.2775ωm
0.0635ωm
between 0.2κ and 1.68κ
0.2κ

extra-cavity amplitude

√
2κ1
β
κ+i∆i 0,i

classical amplitude fluctuation of laser drive (extra-cavity)
classical phase noise of laser drive (intra-cavity and extra-cavity)
intra-cavity steady-state amplitude
classical amplitude fluctuation of laser drive (intra-cavity)
phase between local oscillator and signal beam in homodyne detection

TABLE III. Optomechanical symbols and definitions. The subscripts i ∈ {d, r} denote the two laser beams.

∼ 1.77 · 1015 Hz
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